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Research questions and context

understanding how designers can use their creative practices to devise methods capable of generating information 
and establishing relationships with user and stakeholder participants in the exploratory phase of the human-
centred design process.

which aspects and attributes of visual and participatory tools and techniques support designers in balancing their 
own subjectivity with the experiences and needs of participants?

carrying out three case studies set against the context of environmental, community, and organisational 
placemaking in the town of Rothesay, the island of Islay, and GSA’s Charles Rennie Mackintosh building
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Visual and participatory tools and techniques

Figs 1–3. Islay autoethnographic drawings 19, 20, and 24 [drawings], Source: Broadley (2012)

...when participants are invited to assist in 
research by engaging in a creative activity, 
the response is likely to be more favorable 
than when faced with a request to fill 
out a survey or take part in an interview. 
Creative methods are particularly 
appropriate during generative research, 
often referred to as projective because 
of their success in uncovering needs and 
desires that may be unknown even to the 
user, and that are difficult to articulate 
when probed for using traditional methods.

Hanington, 2003: 15
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The changing role and position of the human-centred designer

  ...the missing person in design research

                                                    Dorst, 2008

I recommend reflexive practice as 
a way for practitioners to be (more) 
aware of and (more) articulate about 
their own role and agency in their 
HCD practices. This would help 
practitioners to align their practice 
more closely with their intentions and 
with what HCD can be about.

Steen, 2008: 17
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Fig. 14. Cara Broadley (2013) Crafting my five-stage participatory-reflexive methodological compass: plotting tools and techniques to  
collect sociocultural information and examine relationships in human-centred design exploration [diagram] 

A five-stage participatory-reflexive methodology

Fig. 4. Crafting my five-stage participatory-reflexive methodological compass: plotting tools and techniques to
collect sociocultural information and examine relationships in human-centred design exploration [diagram], Source: Broadley (2013)
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Balancing content, format, and tone: 
a reflexive account of the practice-led submission

give agency to text and practice

elevate the five-stage participatory-reflexive methodology as the original contribution to knowledge via the 
format of the submission

enhance the reading and viewing experience
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Thesis structure
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Fig. 5. Visualising human-centred design relationships – contents [thesis page], Source: Broadley (2013)
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Submission design: an iterative process

Figs 6–8. Images, diagrams, and tables [thesis pages], Source: Broadley (2013)
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Fig. 9. Portfolio plan-chest [drawing], Source: Broadley (2012)
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Mock portfolio

Case study threeThe Mackintosh Buildinguser experience
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Island wellbeing
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Fig. 10. Submission covers [drawing], Source: Broadley (2013) Fig. 12. Navigating the thesis, portfolio, and appendices 
[thesis page – detail], Source: Broadley (2013)

Fig. 11. Portfolio separator page [drawing], Source: 
Broadley (2013)
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Data collection: 
tools and techniques for orientation, participation, and evaluation-in-action 

Figs 13–14. Snap-shot photography and Participatory tools [portfolio pages], Source: Broadley (2013) Fig. 15. Pockets for tools [photograph], Source: Broadley (2013)
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Modes of analysis: 
tool response analysis and reflexive analysis

Figs 16–17: Tool response analysis and reflexive analysis [portfolio pages], Source: Broadley (2013)
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Appendices

Figs 18–20: Participants’ responses and additional images [appendices pages – details], Source: Broadley (2013)
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Access and portability

Fig. 22: Presenting tools digitally [portfolio pages], Source: Broadley (2013)Fig. 21: Designing the digital submission [photograph], Source: Broadley (2013)
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A separation of text and practice? outcome and next steps

Fig. 23. Visualising human-centred design relationships – presenting the submission [thesis pages], Source: Broadley (2013)

crafting knowledge in 
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